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Abstract 
The mod 2 cohomology of real projective space RPCO has a simple, but rich structure as a 
module over the Steenrod algebra. In this paper we determine the annihilator ideal of H’ (RPo3), 
and some other spaces of interest. 
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1. Introduction and statement of results 
The operation of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra on H* (P”), the cohomology of a product 
of q copies of RPM, has been studied for about 40 years. Many results have been proven 
and many applications have been given. One problem that has not been solved is the 
following: what Steenrod operations annihilate every element in H*(Pq). This question 
is open even for q = 1 (see [3]). 
Let K(X) c A, the mod 2 Steenrod algebra, be the ideal of elements which annihilate 
every element in H*(X), that is the kernel of the map A -+ & = End(H*(X)), a two 
sided ideal in A of elements which annihilate every element of H*(X). Our first theorem 
computes K( P' ). 
Theorem 1. There exists elements c#I,,~ E d, in dimension 2”(2T + 2’-’ + 5), s > 0, 
T > 4, such that K(P’) is the two sided ideal generated by Sq2’Sq2F, r > 1, and &,,. 
Furthermore these form a minimal set of generators for K(P’). 
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It is easy to see that Sq2r Sq2’ 1s in K(P’), but the other elements are more mysterious. 
4 r,s+t is the double of c&.,~, so the important elements are &.,a, and they will be described 
in detail in Section 5. The lowest dimensional new element is C&O in dimension 29. 
Although a closed form or generating function for the size of d/K(P’) remains 
elusive, the following theorem provides an efficient algorithm for determining pn = 
rankz,;?(d/K(P’)),. W e d enote as usual by o(k) the number .of l’s in the dyadic 
expansion of Ic. 
Theorem 2. For every integer k, 0 < k < n, there is an equation with positive integer 
unknowns, rl, r2, . . . , re, where e = cu(k) given as follows: Let k = c 2i3 be the dyadic 
expansion of k. The equation is c 2is+Ta = n + k. Then pn is the number of k’s for 
which the corresponding equation has at least one solution. 
We believe that a determination of a set of minimal generators for K(P) is hard. The 
following gives an algebraic “description” of K(X x Y). 
Theorem 3. Ic(X x Y) = {a E A 1 $(a) E K(X) ~3 A + A @ K(Y)}. 
The lowest dimensional element in K(P) is Sq2q+‘-1Sq29-’ . . Sq’Sq’, or in the 
Milnor basis Sq(1, 1, . . . , l), with q + 1 ones. The dimension of this element increases 
rapidly as q increases. Thus this may yield a method for verifying identities in A. 
We note the following easy theorem. 
Theorem 4. K(B0,) = K(P). 
This, together with Theorem 3 has the following consequence. 
Corollary 5. K(B0) = 0. 
Our last main theorem is the determination of K(K(Z/2,n)), n > 1. The result is 
somewhat surprising. 
Theorem 6. K(K(Z/2, n)) = 0 for n > 1. 
The proofs will be given in Sections 2-6. A main technical tool will be a new additive 
basis for the Steenrod algebra discovered by Arnon [l]. This will be described in Sec- 
tion 2. Section 3 contains the proofs of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4. Section 4 contains 
the proof of Theorem 6. The final two sections are devoted to the proof of Theorems 1 
and 2. 
2. The Arnon basis for A 
We collect in this section a description of, and some facts about, a basis for the 
Steenrod algebra that was recently discovered by Arnon [ 11. 
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This basis consists of monomials in the indecomposable elements in the Steenrod 
algebra, i.e., Sq*‘, i 3 0. For any two integers i, j, j 2 i, we define a “string” s: 
to be the product Sq*’ Sq23-’ . . . Sq*‘. The basis elements consist of all finite products 
$1 s?2 . A 
21 22 
. .s. t4, where j, 6 js+l, and if j, = js+t, then i, < is+t. We call the sequence 
of j’s the “tops” of the basis element, and the sequence of i’s the “bottoms”. We also 
write Si for si = Sq*‘. 
In order to prove Theorem 6 we will need to order the elements of this basis in 
a particular way. We construct this ordering on the set of all basis elements in the 
following manner: Let R = (r,“, r:, r-t, T:, T:, T;, . . .) be a sequence of O’s and l’s, with 
finitely many 1’s. Then a basis element is just the product (s$r~(s~)r~ . . . . We order the 
sequences lexicographically from the left. This gives an ordering on the basis elements. 
Denote by Z, the two-sided ideal in A generated by {Sq” Sq*‘, i > 0). Lemma 5.1 
gives an alternate description of this ideal as the ideal generated by all elements of the 
form s, (rrk, >i sk,)si. So an Arnon basis element for which the bottoms are not strictly 
increasing is in Z& but & is larger than the span of these. Let V be the vector subspace 
of A spanned by the Arnon basis elements with strictly increasing bottoms. We will refer 
to elements of this subspace as “not obviously in 20”. The element of least dimension 
which is in 2, and also in V is shsts: + s&s~s~s~ + s&s:si. We will call this element 
43,e, for reasons which will be apparent later. 
3. The product theorem 
In this section we will prove Theorems 3 and 4. We first consider Theorem 3. For 
fixed spaces X and Y, let Ic, = {o E A 1 $(a) E K(X) @A + A @ K(Y)}. Theorem 
3 says that K(X x Y) = K,. Consider the composition 
d%d@dAd/IC(X)@d/K(Y)% EndH*(X)xEndH*(Y) 
-% End (H*(X) @I H*(Y)) = End (H*(X x Y)). 
The kernel of this composite is K(X x Y) by definition. (Y and /3 are monomorphisms, 
hence K(X x Y) = Ker(rr$). But Ker(rr$) = K,. This proves Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4 says that if a Steenrod operation vanishes on all symmetric polynomials 
in the one dimensional generators (~1, x2, . . , q} of H*(P), then it vanishes on all 
polynomials, or conversely if it is nonzero on some polynomial, then it is nonzero on a 
symmetric polynomial. So let a E A, and w = xi’ . ~2 E H*(PQ) be a monomial such 
that u(w) # 0. Let Ict, . . , k, be the largest exponents of zt , . . . , xq which appear in 
any monomial in a(w). Choose an integer Ic such that 2” > max( [al, Ict , . . , kq) and let 
‘w’ ZZ w$ q . Then a(w’) = o(w)x’,” and the largest exponent in any monomial in a(~‘) 
*3+1 
is k, + 2”. Choose an integer j such that 2j > i, + 2”, and define u = Z, 
23+4 
. . zq . 
Then U(UW’) = UU(W’) # 0. Also all exponents in uw’ are different, so the symmetric 
polynomial containing uw’ is Es, uw’. The highest exponent of o(C uw’) is k, + 2’” + 
2j+Q, and it cannot be canceled by another term. Thus a $ IC(BO(q)). 
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4. X(K(Z/2,n)) = 0, n > 1 
This section contains the proof of Theorem 6. We first prove the theorem in the case 
n = 2, since this case provides the ideas, methods, and motivation for the general case. 
We choose, for each basis element a E A, a class ua E H*(K(Z/2,2)) such that if 
{uk} is the basis for A in a given dimension, then the matrix {u~(u,,)} is nonsingular. 
The basis for A which we will use is the Arnon basis together with the order described 
in Section 2. 
Recall that H*(K(Z/2,2)) is a polynomial algebra with generators L, s$, SAL, SAL, . . . . 
If R = sp, let UR = (s~-‘+‘L)~‘. If R = (r,“, r:, T;, . . .), we let 
?.iR = n ((S;-1+1L)2’)r’. 
Define (R’, UR) to be the coefficient of (sq’ (L))~ which appears in R’(?LR), where 
n = (IR’I + luR\)/3. W e order the Arnon basis elements by ordering R = (it, . . .) 
lexicographically from the left. Consider all R of a given dimension and form the matrix 
(R’, uR). The theorem follows from the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. This matrix is lower triangular with ones on the diagonal, i.e., if R’ > 
R and R and R’ have the same dimension, then (R’, uR) = 0, and (R, uR) = 1. 
We first study how the Steenrod operations operate on the UR’s. 
Lemma 4.2. 
(s;-%)2’+’ ) if i = 21, 
Sqi(($-~+lL)2~) = 
(s~-~+%)$ ifi = 2k+‘, 
($l+l42’+‘, ifi = 2”f’ +25 
0, otherwise. 
This lemma is straightforward to prove. We note that the UR are sent to other ‘1LR’s or 
0. We also note that in the first case of this lemma Ic remains constant and 1 increases 
by 1, while in the other 2 cases hi increases by 1, so Sqi( (sgk-‘+’ L)“) is either 0 or uL, 
with R’ < T;, as long as i > 0. 
Corollary 4.3. Let Sq’ be an Adem basis element. Then Sql((stpLfl L)~~) = (s~L)~~+’  
other terms in the monomial basis for H*(K(Z/2,2)) if and only if Sq’ = SF. 
Proof. The k for (s~L)~“+’ has not increased and thus by the remark above, the only 
Adem basis element that can do this is Sq’ = st . •I 
Hold R fixed and consider all R’ with ) R’( = (RI. Note that 
bRl = c (2”+* + 2’). 
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To get (Sq’(L))n = (s~L)~, where n = (IR’I + 1~~1)/3, in R’(uR), each term (sa k-l+1 42[ 
which appears in uR must be sent to (s:)~~+’ or a higher power of SAL. By Corollary 4.3, 
an SF must appear in the diagonal of R’ and act on (s;-~+~)~‘. Thus, if s < Ic, then 
Sq2’ (a~~, J,) cannot have the correct power of si if Ici 2 Ic. Here au(k,,l,) comes from 
a previous sf .
Let (Ic,Z) be the first term where R’ # R, i.e., r’: = 
smaller (k2,22), 7-I: = 7-z. 
1, rf = 0 as R’ > R and for 
When $ acts on the partially formed R’(uR), the terms 
u(~,,~,I with Ici > k must have already been sent to the appropriate power of SAL. Hence 
SF acts on terms of the form UU(~,J,), i.e., /cl = Ic. Then II > I, so uu(k,ll) = VJ~” and 
thus Sq2’ (n21’) = 0. For dimensional reasons, SF must act on such a term as the rest of 
the terms in UR match up with R’. When R’ = R, this argument gives (R, uR) = 1. 
This proves Proposition 4.1, and hence Theorem 6 for n = 2. 
To complete the proof we now give the modifications needed for n > 2. Let (a(~))~’ 
be a 2rth power of a polynomial generator in H* (Z/2,2). There is an Adem basis 
element acting on ~2 which gives (u(L~))~~. Denote this basis element by @(a,~). For 
example (~2)~ = Sq4Sq2L2, so B(SqO, 2) = Sq4Sq2 = s:. 
We modify uR as follows: Let n = c 2j be the dyadic expansion of n. Then 
(Sq$# = n (sq’(L2))2j = J-J(&?‘>.g(L?). 
j j 
So we replace (Sq1(h2))n by n. t9(Sq’,j)(Ln). 
If R = sl” let UR = ~(SO le--l+?, l)L,, and for an arbitrary basis element R, we let 
UR = n (e(sOk-‘+‘,z)(L,))“. 
In the definition of (R’,uR), replace (Sq1(L2))n as follows: (Sql(~2))~ = a product of 
terms of the form (Sq’(L2))2r = 8(Sq’, ) r ~2, corresponding to the dyadic expansion of 
n. Replace (Sq’(L2))n by the corresponding product of bJ(Sq’, r)L,. 
With these changes the above argument for n = 2 generalizes to prove Proposition 
4.1 for n > 2, and hence Theorem 6. 
5. Factoring the map 
In this section we construct an algebra S and factor the map 
A --+ & = End (H*(RP”O, Z/2)) 
through S, so that the map S + E is a monomorphism. We construct some useful 
elements in the Steenrod algebra, and the ideal, which we call Zi c K: that we are 
looking for and show that the set of generators described in Theorem 1 is minimal. The 
proof that 2, is the desired ideal requires some different techniques, and is completed in 
the last section, along with the proof of Theorem 2. 
Let & be the ideal in the mod 2 Steenrod algebra A generated by { Sq” Sq" , j > 0). 
Then & C K: since for any j, n, either (z) or (“z2’) must be zero mod 2. There is 
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another description of 2, that will be useful. Let si = Sq2’ E A. Then for the same 
reason as above, si(flk,+ skj)si must be in K. From Wall [2] one sees easily: 
Lemma 5.1. The ideal generated by all products of the form Si(n,,>i sk,)si is equal to 
I& andfurthermore A/& is the free graded algebra over Z/2 on generators {si, i 3 0} 
with degree si = 2i, and relations 
(1) s; = 0, 
(2) SiSi+lSi = 0, 
(3) SiSj + SjSi + Si_ISiSi-1 = 0 ifj < i - 1. 
We now construct an algebra S, modeled on A/T,-, with an additional generator t corre- 
sponding to the endomorphism which is multiplication by the generator J: E H1 (RPOO). 
Definition 5.2. Let S be the quotient of the free graded Z/2 algebra with generators si, 
i > 0, and t, lsil = 2i, ItI = 1, with the relations: 
(1) s; = 0, 
(2) SiSi+lSi = 0, 
(3) SiSj + SjSi + Si-lSjSi-1 = 0, j < i - 1, 
(4) [Sj, Sj_,] = PSj_,, 
(5) [Sj, t] = t2soq . . . sj_1, j > 0, 
(6) [so, t] = t2. 
Some simple computations from these give the more familiar relations: 
(7) [t”) Sj] = P+‘, 
(8) [t2’ , Sk] = 0, k < j, 
(9) [t2’ , Sk] = t2’+’ sjsj+., “‘Sk-l, k > j. 
Before we proceed, we collect here a few additional relations in S that will be useful 
later. 
Lemma 5.3. The following relations hold in A/Z& and consequently in 5’ 
(0 si(lI kj >i Skj)Si = 0. 
(ii) scsasbsa = Oifb<a, c<a,andb<c. 
(iii) s2s,sost = s2sosis, for T > 3. 
Proof. Relation (i) follows easily from relation (2) with the help of (3) and (1). 
Relation (ii) follows from (i) if b = c, and if b < c, then b < a - 1 and (3) gives 
s,sasbs, = SCSbs2, -t s,s~-_Isbs~__Is, = s,s,_isbs,_is,. 
If c = a - 1 this is 0, and if not c < a - 1, so b < a - 2, and we can proceed with 
sCs,-isbs,-t as before. 
Relation (iii) is obtained from (ii) as follows: 
.!Qsrsasi = s2sas,si + s2s~_isas,_isi = s2sasrsi, 
by (ii), and continuing, = s2s0si.s~ + s~s~s~_~sis~_i. Using s2sa = sos2 + sisasi 
followed by (ii) and (i) gives the desired result. 0 
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Theorem 5.4. The map A + &factors through S, 
and the last map in the sequence is a monomorphism. 
Proof. The map S -+ & just sends si to the endomorphism given by Sq*’ and t to the 
map which is multiplication by the generator in H’ (RPOO). We need to check of course 
that the relations go to 0, but that is a simple computation. 
To show that the map 5’ -+ E is a monomorphism, we will show that there is a Z/2 
basis for S consisting of monomials of the form tksi, Siz . . . si,, where il < i2 < . < i,. 
This is sufficient since the image in & of this monomial takes 5% to (~)EP+~+‘, where 
m = Cj 2i3. So the images of these monomials are independent. 
Now we need to show that any element of S can be written as a sum of such monomials. 
We show this in two steps. 
The first step is to show that any monomial can be written as a sum of monomials 
in which a power of t appears only once, at the front (or left edge). Relations (5)-(S) 
allow this to be done. If M is a monomial in S, we write M = At’B, where B contains 
no powers of t, and A does not end with a power of t. If A is not 1, then one of 
the relations (5)-(8) allows M to be written as a sum of two monomials (one term if 
using relation (8)), such that for each monomial the degree of that part of the monomial 
preceding the rightmost power oft is less than the degree of A. So we can continue until 
we get a sum of monomials, each of which has nothing before the rightmost power oft, 
as desired. 
The second step is to order the si’s, while keeping the powers of t in the front. For 
any monomial M = t”si, sil ’ . . si,. and any positive integer Ic let qk (M) be the number 
of Sk’s in M which are followed in M by at least one se with e < k, i.e., the number 
of Sk’s which are out of order. Let q(M) denote the sequence {qo(M), q1 (M), . . .}, and 
order the sequences lexicographically from the right. If qk(M) = 0 for all q, then M is 
in the desired form. If not, let Ic be the largest integer for which qk(M) is not zero. We 
use downward induction on (q, p) (lexicographically ordered from the left), where p(M) 
is the number of s’s between the leftmost Sk and the nearest element on the right with 
a larger subscript, or to the end of the monomial if there is none with a larger subscript. 
Now this leftmost Sk is followed by one or more sj with j < k. Since k is the largest 
integer with qk(M) # 0, the element following Sk must have subscript less than or equal 
to k. If equal, then relation (1) shows that the monomial is zero in S. If the subscript is 
one less, apply relation (4). This gives M = Ml + M2, where Ml has the Sk replaced 
by a t2k, which by relation (8) can be pulled to the front, (relation (8) applies since k 
was maximal) and hence q(M, ) < q(M). We also have p(Mz) = p(M) - 1. Finally if 
the element following the leftmost Sk has subscript at least two smaller than k, relation 
(3) applies, giving two terms, one with smaller q and the other with smaller p. So in any 
case we can write M as a sum of two monomials one with smaller q, the other with 
smaller p. 0 
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The reduction algorithm in the proof above gives a fast method for determining when 
an element of A is in K. In fact it does quite a bit more, as the following two lemmas 
show. 
For any s E S, expand s in terms of the basis above and define the “leading term” of 
s to be the basis element with the highest power of t. Since a basis element in a given 
dimension is determined by its power oft, we will sometimes write u,,,_k for the basis 
element tn-lcsi, . . . si,, where 2i’ + . . . + 2ip = Ic, and if no confusion can occur, even 
h-k. 
Lemma55 Let b = s+s+... . . 21 22 s{yP be an Arnon basis element with strictly increasing 
bottoms, and let 6 be its image in S. Consider the expansion of b in the basis for S that 
is given by Theorem 5.4. 
(i) The leading term in this expansion is u n,n_k, where n is of course the degree of 
b, and k = 2il + . . . + 2ip is the “sum of the bottoms of b”. 
(ii) The basis elements in the expansion of 5 involve only those sP for which p < j,. 
Proof. First look at s:‘” = si+e . . . si. In S we have si’” = t2”+’ si”-’ + si”-lsi+e 
by relation (4) followed by repeated applications of (3) and Lemma 5.3. This shows that 
2’-1 
i+e _ si - 
c U2*+‘+1-_2’$‘+‘. 
j=o 
Note that every possible multiple of 2’+’ occurs as a power oft, that each basis element 
contains Sir and that each basis element contains no sp for p < i. Hence the leading term 
of s;+~ is t 
p’+l_2”+1 
Si. 
Next note that part (ii) of the lemma is obvious from the commutation relations in 
S and the fact that j, is at least as large as any of the other j’s, since we started with 
an Arnon basis element. Part (ii) will be used explicitly in the inductive argument to be 
used below. 
To proceed with the proof we consider only those with strictly increasing bottoms 
as the others are in Z&, and therefore are zero in S. Let b = si: .s{t . . . s{;. We need to 
show that the leading term of b is ‘zL,,+k where n is of course the degree of b and 
k = 2G + . . . + zip , which we call “the sum of the bottoms” of b. The proof is by 
induction on r. For r = 1 it was proved above. Let b = c s{r, and let b and C be the 
images in S of b and c, and expand C . Each term in the expansion of C which will give 
a nonzero product when multiplied by .Y:; must contain only sp’s, with p < i,. To see 
this note that such a term can be written as (t?s,, . . . spq)sj,sj,_, . . . si,, where the part 
in parentheses comes from the expansion of C , and pl < p2 < . . . < p,. From part 
(ii) we know that p, < j,, so if p a 3 i, for some a, we have i, < p, < j,., and by 
Lemma 5.3(i) the term must be zero. Thus the powers of t introduced in the expansion 
of si:, namely multiples of 2i-+’ will commute with c, and we get the leading term as 
claimed. 0 
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Lemma 5.6. Let b be any Arnon basis element, and a any element from the basis for S 
occurring in 6 the expansion of b. Then there is an Amon basis element c such that the 
leading term of C is a. 
Proof. The key fact is that when expanding an Arnon basis element in S according to 
the method in the proof of Theorem 3.4, the only way that powers of t are introduced is 
from relation (4). 
Start with s:+~. From above, we know that all powers of t2”+’ will occur. Fix a basis 
element a in the expansion of sf”. Let n be the dimension of a, and choose lc so that 
a = U,,,_k = tneksjl . . . sj, . We need an Arnon basis element in degree n with bottoms 
sj, , . . . i sj,. Such a basis element is given by c = s,“: s,“: . . . s,“r , where ICI = ~‘2 - 1, 
Ic2=j3-l,..., Ic,_l = j, - 1, k, = i + c. 
For the general Arnon basis element the techniques are essentially the same. Let 
b = sil+el i,+e, . . . si, , and let a = tn-“sj, . ‘. sj, be a term in the expansion of b. Let n 
be thd’degree of a and of b. From the arguments above, the set {si, , . . . sip} is contained 
in the set {sjl, . . . sj, }. We need to construct an Arnon basis element in degree n with 
bottoms {sj, , . . . sj,}. But all we are doing is adding additional bottoms. So for each 
new bottom, say sj,, find the first occurrence of it in b, and move it, and the numbers 
in the same decreasing sequence which lie above it as a new sequence in its proper 
position among the bottoms. This will give SF’ . . sxq, decreasing sequences with the 
correct bottoms, but the tops may no longer be nondecreasing, as required for an Arnon 
basis element. If this occurs, let (Y be the smallest integer such that m, > m,+l. Then 
replace ~7~” .~:a+:’ by ST+’ sy_“,, . Repeat this process, if needed, until the tops are 
nondecreasing. No new bottoms are created in this process, so we have constructed an 
Arnon basis element with the desired properties. 0 
Since this process is more complicated to describe than to do, we offer the following 
example in degree 59. 
Let b = s$$si. Then b expands in S to 
t3*s(,s2s4 + t”%@,@4 + t30s,,S2S3S4 + t2*S,,S1S2S3S4. 
We illustrate the procedure for a = t2*sOs,s2s3s4. We are adding the bottoms s1 and ~3, 
and these can both be taken from the s:. So we obtain s0s~s1s4s3s2s3s4. Note that the 
s3 from the front has moved to near the end, since we must have the bottoms increasing. 
Now this is not an Arnon basis element, since the tops are not nondecreasing, in fact it 
is that last s3 that is causing the problem. But by moving the previous s4 over, we get 
c%,S~S~S~S~S~S~.%, = s;S&;Sfs$, which has the COlTeCt bottoms. 
The two lemmas above show that there is a basis for the image of A in S which is 
a subset of the basis for S constructed in Theorem 5.4. Except in some special degrees, 
we do not know the size of this subset. 
Now we consider the kernel of the map A/& -+ 5’. Note that the map D : A/& + 
A/& given on generators by D(si) = si+l is an algebra homomorphism, since adding 
one to the subscripts in each relation still gives a relation. Since (i) = (:L) mod 2, we 
have that if a E A is in the kernel, then so is D(a). We call D the doubling map. 
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Denote by A, the subalgebra of A generated by si, 0 6 i < r. 
Lemma 5.7. For r > 4 there are elements c, of dimension 2’ + T-’ + 5 in A,._, such 
that &.,o = [s2, sO][s,-1, sT] + c, is in the kernel. Note that thejrst term is not in .A,_,, 
but in A,. Dejine 4,.+, for s > 0 by &,, = D(c#+,~-_I). 
Proof. We construct c,, and show that has the desired properties. Let w(i, r) be the 
iterated commutator [si, [si+t , . . . , [s,-3, (s,-IS,-zs,-I)] . . .I]. Note that w(i, T) lies in 
A,-,. Let C, = stsos~stw(2, r) + s2srw(2, r)sast . We need to show that the image of 
&,o = [SZ, so][+, s,_t] + cT is zero in S. 
First we show that the image of w(i, r) in S is t2r-2’+’ sis,_1 by downward induction 
on i. To start the induction note that w(r - 2, T) = s,-ts,_2s,_I, and computing in S 
this is t2P-‘~,-2~,_1 by relation (4) followed by relation (1). Then we have, inductively, 
w(j - 1,r) = [+t,w(j,r)] = Sj_lt2P-2~+‘SjS,_, + PJ+‘SjS,_,Sj_,. 
Relation (8) puts the first term in the correct order, and the second term becomes 
P2j+’ (SjSj_&_, + sjs,-2sj_,s,_4 
= t2c-2i+’ (Sj-pjs,_, + PSj_,S,_, + sjs,-2sj_,s,-2). 
Adding the two pieces, the first terms cancel, the powers of t combine and we obtain 
t2’--2’Sj-lS,_1 + t 
y__2j+l 
s~s,_~s~-~s,_~. But since j < r - 2 the last term is 0 in S 
by repeated application of relation (3). For if j = T - 2 the term is clearly zero, and if 
j < r - 2 it is equal to s~s,_ss~_ts,_ss,-2, which is zero if j = r - 3, etc. 
Now cT then goes to 
St ses2st t2 
7 
-* s2s,-1 + S2S,t2P-*S2ST_,SoS* 
= t2P-*(S,SOS2S1S2S,_, +S2S,S2S,_~SoS,) 
= t2p-s (t4sl sos1s2sT-I + ~2.51 s2sosl s,-1 + terms which reduce to zero) 
= t2P--8(t6s0S1S2ST_-1 + t4slsQos+l) 
= t2P--8(t6SOS~S2ST-, + t*s~sos,s,_, + t4s,soS]S2S,-,) 
= t2r-8 10 t sos1s,-1. 
Therefore the image of c, in S is t2P+2sOs~s,-1, which is the same as the image of 
[s2,so][sv--1, sr]. Thus d+,o = [s2, so][s,-1, s,] + cT is in K. The remark preceding this 
theorem then shows that 4T.s is in K for all s. 0 
Without proof, we give a formula for a representative of c, mod Z, in the Arnon basis. 
Let e, be the sum of all Arnon basis elements in degree 2’ - 4 which are made up of 
exactly one ~2, ss, . . . , s,-1 with the condition that sr_ts,_2 always is in that order. Let 
fr be the sum of all Arnon basis elements in degree 2T - 2 which are made up of exactly 
one st,s2,. . , s,._l with the condition that szst and s,.-IS,-2 always are in that order. 
Then 
c, = sIsos2sle,s,-I + s2s1s0frs,-I. 
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For example es = szs4ss + s4sjs2, f5 = s2sl s4s3 + S4S3S2Sj. 
Let 2, be the ideal in A generated by Z, and the elements 
{&,, = ~“&,s, r > 4, s 3 0). 
Lemma 5.8. The elements Sq2’Sq2’, i > 0, and &+, r 3 4, s 3 0, form a minimal set 
of generators for 11. 
Proof. This will be done by a leading term argument using the Milnor basis. We write 
Sq(R) for a Milnor basis element, where R = (il, ii,. . .) is a finite sequence of positive 
integers. Let Mj be the ideal in A having a basis consisting of Sq(il , i2, . . .), with ij > 0 
for some j > 2. The algebra d/M3 has a basis consisting of the image of all Sq(R), 
where R is a sequence of length 2, and the multiplication simplifies to the formula 
Sq(o,b)Sq(c,d)=ti”‘~‘21’(a;f;k3k)(b+;+k)(b;d) 
k=O 
x Sq(u + c - 3k, b + d + k). (5.1) 
We need the following easy consequences of this formula. Note that in this case the 
equality is in A, since none of the products gives terms in My. 
(I) Sq2rSq2r = Sq(2T-‘, 2r-1) + terms in d,_l. 
(2) [Sq2?, Sq2r-‘] = Sq(0,2r--1) + terms in .A,__, . 
(3) Sq2Sq’Sq2[Sq2r, Sq2p-1] = Sq(2,2”-’ + 1) + terms in d,_l. 
Somewhat more is true in the first case above. One can without difficulty show that 
{Sq(2i, 2i), i > 0) form an alternate minimal set of generators for &. 
For the remainder of this proof, all computations will be done mod M3. 
In order to prove this lemma, we need to show that $r,, is not in the ideal generated 
by & and 4~ where (k, t) < (T, s). To avoid taxing the patience of the reader we only 
show here that b,,, is not in Z& for T 3 4. The rest of the arguments are almost identical, 
with slightly different formulas. 
From (3) above, we see that the leading term of &+i,e is Sq(2,2’+ l), and it follows 
that the leading term of ~&+i,~_i is Sq(2’, 2s+T + 2’-l). So it is sufficient to show that 
no element of Z, has a term of the form Sq(2’, 2s+T + 2’-I), at least if T + 1 > 4. This 
is equivalent to showing that for each j 3 0, and for all nonnegative integers a, b, c, and 
d the coefficient of Sq(2’, 2T+s + 2s-1) in the expansion of Sq(a, b)Sq(2j, 2j)Sq(c, d) 
is zero. 
Applying formula (5.1) twice, we obtain: 
Sq(a, @%(2? 2+%(c, d) 
=~~C,C2C~C4Cg&Sq(u+c+23-3k-3Z,b+d+2~+k+l) (5.2) 
k 2 
with 
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c, = (“:“), c, = (a+c+ay3y, 
C = b+d+2j+l+k 
5 
1 > 
, and c6 = 
We will show that the product C = Cl . . . C6 is zero when a + c + 2i - 3k - 31 = 2”, 
and b + d + 2j + k + I = 2’+’ + ss-‘. 
First note that the numerator of C’s is 2T+S + 2’-‘, and the numerator of Cd is 25. So if 
C’s is to be nonzero, 1 must be either 0, 2’-‘, or 2 r+s. If 1 = 2”+’ then b+d+2j+k = 
2s-‘, and so for Ch to be nonzero we must have b = 0 or b = 22-t, but the latter would 
say d + 2j + k = 0, which can’t happen, so b must be 0. Then d + 2j + k = 2s-‘, 
so C2 # 0 gives j = s - 1 and d = k = 0. Thus a + c + 23-’ - 3 . 2rfS = 2s, so 
a + c = 2s-’ + 3 . 2TfS. Now Cd says either a = 2r+’ or 2rfS + 25, and in either case 
Ct = 0. So if I = 2S+m, we have C = 0. A similar argument gives the same conclusion 
if 1 = 2”-‘. So if C is to be nonzero, 1 must be 0. 
We next show that b must be 0. C6 # 0 implies that b = 0, 2’-‘, or 2s+T. If b = 2s+T, 
thend+2~+k=25~1,soj=s-1,k=0,andd=O.Thusa+c=2s~’,andfrom 
CJ # 0 we see that a = 0. But then Ct = 0, so b # 2r+‘. Once again an almost identical 
argument shows that b # 25-‘. Thus b = 0. 
Since b = 1 = 0, we have d + k + 2j = 2’-’ + 2T+s. From C2 we see that j = s - 1 
or m + s. We do the first case, the second being slightly simpler. Now j = s - 1 gives 
d + k = 2T+s, so C, says that k = 0 or 2 r+s. If the latter, then d = 0, a + c = 
2s-1 + 3 . 2rfS. In this case Cd says that a = 0 or a = 2$, but both cases make Ct = 0. 
Therefore we must have k = 0. But then a + c + 2$-’ = 2’, so a + c = 2’-‘. So C4, 
which is now (a+c~2’-’ ) is 0, and the proof of of the lemma is complete. 0 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we need to show that K is not larger than Zt. 
This will be proved in the next section. 
6. Finding the kernel 
In this section we will prove Theorem 2 and complete the proof of Theorem 1. To do 
this we look again at the Arnon basis in a slightly different way, using it to construct a 
set of equations which will help to describe the kernel of the map d/la -+ S. 
Each Arnon basis element can be described by two sequences, one listing the bottoms 
of the strings (which must be increasing, else obviously in la), and the other the length 
of the strings, which must be positive. Fix a dimension n. For each integer k < n 
we construct an equation with m = cu(k) unknowns. Let R = (~1, r2,. . . , rm) be the 
unknowns, let k = C2ij be the dyadic expansion of k, with it < i2 < .. . < i,. 
The equation is C 2 ‘J+J = n + k, and we call it the equation associated to (n, k). We 
require solutions R = (~1, ~2, . . . , r,) to be positive integers and to satisfy the additional 
condition that ij + r-j < ij+t + rj+t for all j. 
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How does this relate to the problem at hand? Given any such solution as above, 
s++r1-1 . . . ..%$rm -’ is an Arnon basis element a E A with the i’s being the bottoms 
azd the r’s being the lengths of the subsequences. We can map the solutions into S by 
sending any solution to the image of the corresponding Arnon basis element. It will be 
convenient to order the elements of S in a given dimension according to powers of t. 
Lemma 6.1. These equations have the following simple properties. 
(1) The equation associated to (n, k) has zero or more solutions and each solution 
maps to an element of S whose highest power oft is n - k. 
(2) If an element a E S is in the image of d, then the equation associated to (n, k), 
where n is the dimension of a and n - k is the highest power oft in a, must have a 
solution. 
(3) Given any pair of solutions associated to (n, k), the sum of the two Amon basis 
elements corresponding to the solutions may not be in the kernel, but there are basis 
elements corresponding to solutions with larger values of k (and hence smaller powers 
oft in S) such that the sum of all of them is in the kernel. 
(4) Any pair of solutions to the same equation gives an element of the kernel of the 
map 2, -+ S, and any element of the kernel corresponds to a linear combination of pairs 
of solutions. 
(5) The solutions to the equation associated to (n, k) and (2n, 2k) are the same. The 
elements in the kernel in dimension 2n are obtained from those in dimension n via the 
doubling map D. 
Proof. (1) is just a restatement of Lemma 5.5 and (2) is a restatement of Lemma 5.6. To 
see (3), let al and a2 be Arnon basis elements corresponding to the same solution. Then 
by Lemma 5.5, the images of at and a2 have the same leading term. So if the image in 
S of al + a2 is not zero, then it must contain a term with a lower power of t than n - k. 
This term must also occur in the image of either ai or a2, and Lemma 5.6 tells how to 
get an Arnon basis element which maps to this term. Now (4) follows from (3) and (5) 
is clear. One should not get the impression from (4) that a pair of solutions determines 
a unique element of the kernel. But the difference of any two such will correspond to a 
pair of solutions to an equation with a larger value of k, or smaller power of t. 0 
The rank of the image of the map to & in dimension n is the number of integers k for 
which the equation associated to (n, k) has a solution. This proves Theorem 2. 
We are left with showing that K = Zi. Since Lemma 5.7 shows that Zi c K, we need 
only show the reverse inclusion. We will use the equations to show this. For example, 
there are no elements of the kernel with equations corresponding to k with cy(k) = 2. 
Moreover, all of the ideal generators described in (1) and Lemma 5.7 correspond to 
equations with a(k) = 3 and minimal n (for there to be multiple solutions with a given 
k). In particular ~$r,e corresponds to the pair of solutions { (2, 1,2), (3, T - 1, 1)) to the 
equation associated to (n, k), where k = 2’-’ + 3, and n = 2’ + 2r-’ + 5. Hence 
n + k = 2r+l + 8, and of course cr(n + k) = 2. 
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We pause here to construct &Q from the appropriate equations. Let w = 29, and 
k=ll.Thenn+k=40=4+4+32=8+16+16.Sok=1+2+8.Therearetwo 
solutions RI = (2,1,2) and R2 = (3,3, 1). Then the Arnon basis element corresponding 
to RI is SIS~SIS~S~, which reduces in 5’ to t’*sosl SJ + t2sosls3s4, and the Arnon basis 
element corresponding to R2 is S~S~SOS~S~S~S~, which reduces to t’8sosls3 +t14sosl~2~3, 
so their sum has leading term containing a t , I4 Now 29 - 14 = 15 = 1 + 2 + 4 + 8, 
and the equation for (29, 14) has the solution (2,2,2, l), which gives the Arnon basis 
element sIsOs2sls3s2s3, which reduces just to t’4sos,s2s3. So adding these three, we 
are left with t2sosls+s4. Now 29 - 2 = 27, and so k = 27 = 1 -+ 2 + 8 + 16, and 
n + k = 56 = 4 + 4 + 16 + 32, so we have the solution (2,1,1,1) which gives the Arnon 
basis element S~SOS~S~S~, which reduces to its leading term. The sum of the four terms 
then gives an element in the kernel, and concludes the example. 
We proceed by proving enough about the A action on A/IO so that we can say that 
given any element in the kernel, its corresponding equation solution indicates that it is 
in the ideal generated by previous elements, unless it is minimal in the sense above. 
Let us continue to let m = a(k). The following standard notation will be used. We 
will consider pairs of solutions (~1, r2, . . . , r,) and (r{, r;, . . . , r-6) to the equation with 
First note that we may assume that il = 0. If not, we can reduce by just subtracting 
il from each of the i’s, and get the same solutions. This corresponds to recognizing the 
image of doubling. 
We say that a pair of solutions is reducible if the elements a in the kernel that it 
determines are reducible, i.e., can be written as a sum of an A-linear combination of 
lower dimensional elements of the kernel and possibly elements of the kernel of the same 
dimension corresponding to equations with larger values of k. 
We will eventually show that the only pairs of solutions which are not reducible 
correspond to the elements {&,s}, T 3 3, s 3 0. The astute reader will note that we 
have detected the elements #~3,$ mentioned earlier, which are in 20, but not obviously so. 
Let z be an element of the kernel corresponding to a pair of solutions to the equation 
corresponding to (n, k). The first step is to detect when z = yu or z = ay, where a E A, 
and y is another element of the kernel. By Lemma 6.1 it is sufficient to find the pair 
of solutions to which y belongs, and check the action of a on the corresponding Arnon 
basis elements. 
Now consider the action of A on the right. 
Lemma 6.2 (Right action). A pair of solutions is reducible ifat least one of the following 
holds. 
(1) rm > 1 and r&, > 1. 
(2) T, = 1 = 7-L. 
(3) For any j, 1 < j < m - 1, we have ij < ij+l - 1 and both rj and ri are larger 
than 1. 
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Proof. For case (l), just obtain the new solution by subtracting 1 from both r, and ~6. 
For case (2), get a new set of solutions by dropping both, as well as i,. In both of these 
cases this corresponds to dropping the final S~J~~“’ from the Arnon basis elements. In the 
third case we factor out a Sq”‘. The reduce d equations have the new ij increased by 1, 
and the rj and r$ decreased by 1. 0 
The left action is somewhat more complicated. But the easy part is 
Lemma 6.3 (Left action). A pair of solutions is reducible if one of the following holds. 
(1) T] = r;. 
(2) ri > r{ andfor some j > 2, ri = r$ + ij, ri > 1. 
Proof. For (1) just factor out the leading Sq2”-’ from each, leaving solutions with ri 
and ri decreased by 1, unless they were both 1 to start with. In this case delete them 
both, and also delete it. In the second case, we still want to factor out a Sq2”-’ on the 
left. Since r$ is larger than 1, the reduced solutions are obtained by subtracting 1 from 
rt , and also from r$. 0 
Now the lemmas above simply look at right or left action, but they do not deal with 
sums, which is essential. Given a solution pair R, R’ which is not reducible by the above 
lemmas, we find solutions RI,. . . , RP such that the pairs R, RI, RPr R’, and Ri, RP+l, 
for 1 < i < p - 1 are all reducible by the above lemmas. 
The minimal solutions that we seek all have a(k) = 3 and ~(72 + Ic) = 2 = cy(li) - 1. 
So we first look at the case where cr(n + Ic) < cr(lc) - 1. 
Proposition 6.4. Any pair of solutions corresponding to (n, k) with a(n+k) < a(k) - 1 
is reducible. 
Proof. Let (~1,. . . , T,) and (~‘1,. . , T-A) be a pair of solutions corresponding to (n, Ic). 
For convenience, let d.j = rj + ij, and d[j = ri + ij, and note that the condition on 
solutions requires both the dj ‘s and the di ‘s to be nondecreasing. Assume that d, > dk 
(if they are equal, then r, = & and the pair is reducible by Lemma 6.2). Assume also 
that it = 0. Let the dyadic expansion of n + k = c: 24. 
Lemma 6.5. With the above notation, if d, = q-,, then there is a third solution 
(r{‘, . . . , rk), with dy = r$’ + ij such that d’,’ = d’,, and the difference between dk 
and d, is less than the difference between dk and d,. 
Proof. Let dk = d, - 1 3 dk, and dL_, = d, - 1 > dk > dA_,. If d,_l = qr_l, 
let dk_2 = d,_l 2 d,_z. Continue until d,,-e < qr-e. Note here we have chosen 
dk, dL_, , . . . , dL_,, and we want d$_!_,. If d,_e_l = d,,_e, let dk_,_, = d,_e+ 1, 
and continue with dz_,_, = d,,_e_z, i.e., copying the first solution down to the end. 
This gives a solution satisfying the required properties. If d,_e_l < d,_e, then it must 
be exactly one less. So continue choosing di = d e+l until you get equality, then proceed 
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as above. This will work to give a new solution with d’,’ = dl , unless the duplicates occur 
at positions 1 and 2. Should this happen, we must have q1 = d,_e + 1. Thus the only 2- 
power in n+lc which is subdivided for the first solution is ql. If d’, < dl, then q1 must have 
been subdivided more for the second solution, but there is no room for this. If dl > d’,, 
then every 2-power between dl and qm_e_i must appear, in particular d’, , so the original 
pair was reducible by the second part of the left lemma, unless the corresponding i is so 
large that the appropriate T is 1. First note that rt = 2, and 1 = r2 = . . . = re_i = 1, If 
rL_l were not greater than 1, then the second solution would have to start out the same 
as the first, and the pair would be reducible. So we can now construct a new solution, 
d:’ = dI + 1 = d2 + 1, d:’ = d,+, for 2 < u < e - 2, dy_, = d: = de - 1, and dz = d, 
for Y > f?. This agrees with the first solution at the end, and the pair it forms with the 
second solution is reducible by the left lemma part (2). 0 
There is a similar result if d, < q-,, but the statement is more complicated. 
Lemma 6.6. Suppose d, < qr, and the rest of the hypotheses of Lemma 6.5 hold. Let 
p be the smallest integer such that d,_, < d,. Then there is a solution (ry, . . . , rk), 
with dy = r$’ + ij such that dy = d’,, and dk_,+, < d m _ P+l. Note that in the previous 
case p was forced to be 1. 
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 6.5. In fact the only difference 
is when p > 1. Then instead of subdividing d, subdivide dm_+,+l. 0 
We now return to the proof of the proposition. Given a pair of solutions R, R’ satisfying 
the hypotheses, the two lemmas above guarantee that we can find a solution R” such 
that the pair R, R” are reducible by Lemma 6.3, and the right end of R” is either 
the same as that of R’, or closer. Hence by repeatedly applying the lemmas we get a 
chain of solutions, decreasing d,, until d% = dh, and the pair RI’, R’ is reducible by 
Lemma 6.2. 0 
If (Y(?z + Ic) + 1 = cX(Ic), only one 2-power can be subdivided. So the only way to 
find a pair which is not reducible is for only the solutions corresponding to splitting q1 
and qr to exist. We show that in this case one of the solutions must be (2, 1, . . . , 1,2). 
If there is to be no third solution, then for each j, 1 < j < m - 1, we must have either 
qj - 1 - ij 6 0 or qj - 1 - ij+i < 0. But the second quantity is less than the first, and 
the fact that we already have two solutions says that qj 3 ij + 1, and qj 3 ij+l + 1. 
Soq~=i~+~+l.Thissaysthatonesolutionis(q~-i~,q,-i~-1,1,1,...,1,2)and 
theotheris (q,,i3-i2+1,i4-i3+1,..., 1). But now Lemma 6.2(3), and the fact that 
o(n + k) + 1 = a(k) give that q1 - il = 2. 
So all that is left is to show that if m > 3 the single pair of solutions above is reducible. 
We do this by direct construction. 
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Lemma 6.7. For any sequence I = (il , i2, ..,i,),withm>3,i2=i,+l,i3>i2+1, 
and solutions (2,1, . . . , l,2)~nd(3-i1,i3+1--2,...,i,+1-_~_1,1), theelement 
in the kernel corresponding to this pair of solutions is reducible. 
Proof. First note that i2 = il + 1, since 2ilf2 must be the same 2-power as 2i2f1. Also 
i3 > i2 + 1, for if not, 2i1f2 + 2i2+’ + 2i3+1 = 2is+2, and hence c~(n + Ic) < Q(IC) - 1. 
As above it is sufficient to compute when il = 0 since everything else is in the image 
of the doubling map D. 
Solet1=(0,1,i3,.. . , i,), with m > 3. Define g1 = slsoslsil . , . si,_, [si,,, , Q,,+~]+ 
CI, where CI = S~SOS~SI sis . . . si,_, ~(2, i, + 1) + s2q sil . . si,_,zu(2, i, + I)sosl . 
We need to show that gI is in Ic, is reducible, and comes from the pair of solutions 
in the lemma. 
To prove the first two assertions, we first compute gI in terms of gI/ and gIff, where 
the lengths of I’ and I” are one less than the length of I. This will only work if m > 3 
but that is all we need. So we set I = (0, 1, i3, i4, . . , i,), with m > 3 and in > 2. 
Then let I’ = (0, 1, i4 ,..., i,), and I” = (l,2,i4 ,..., im). Let H,. = s,_~s,._~~~~s~, 
if T > 3, and 1 if T = 3. Then a straightforward computation shows that gI = siSgIj -i- 
slsoHi,gy + Hi,gj’sosl. This shows that gI is reducible if the length of I is greater 
than 3. Now g(o,l,T) = q&+1,0, and g(s,s+l,r+s) = &+I+. which are both in K, and 
therefore all the gr with length of I greater than 3 are also in K. 
To complete the proof of the lemma, and hence the entire Theorem 1 we need verify 
that gr comes from the pair of solutions in the lemma, i.e., we need to show that this ele- 
ment is the sum of terms in the Arnon basis consisting of the two terms coming from the 
pair of solutions plus terms which reduce in 5’ to terms with lower powers oft. The Arnon 
basis element corresponding to the solution (2,1, . . . , 1,2) is s1 sosl sis . . . si,_, si,+l si,,, 
which reduces in S to t2’m+‘+2sgs1 ij . . . si, + t’sosl sis . . si, si,+l . So we need to 
show that CI reduces to t2imf’f2sos,sis . . . Si,+ terms with lower powers of t. To do 
this we need a refinement of the formula from the proof of Lemma 5.7. There we showed 
that ~(2, i, + 1) reduces in S to t2’“‘+‘-‘S2Si,. We claim that sis . . . si,w(2, i, + 1) 
reduces to t2’mf’-8s2sil “Si,. In fact we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.8. If 3 < Jo < j2 < . . . < j, < r then sj, ’ . . sj,w(2, r + 1) reduces to 
t2 
‘.+‘-_8 
szsj, . . . SjmSr in S. 
Proof. The argument is by induction on m and jl . Note that the lemma is true if m = 0. 
We will verify the formula for sjl . . . si,w(2, T+ I), given that it is true for all terms with 
smaller m, and for those with the same m, but smaller jl. To simplify the notation, let 
j=jl,~=si~...sj,,, andz’=si,_l... si,,,-l, so that .z = D(z’). There are two cases. 
The first case is if j = 3. Then sjZw(2, r + 1) = s3t2Pf’-8s2zs,. = t2r+‘-16(s3t8s2)zs,. 
Now the term in parentheses is t16s2 + t8sss2 = t16s2 + t8s2s3 + t16s2 = t8s2ss, so the 
lemma is true in this case. 
If j > 3, then 
SjZW(2, T + 1) = SjZS2W(3, T + 1) + SjZW(3, T + l)S2 
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= SZSjZwJ(3, T + 1) + sjz743, T + l)sz 
= D(SlSj-,z’w(2,79 + Sj_&l(2,?-)s,). 
Now inductively this is 
D(slt2- s2sj-,.A_, + t2’-%2Sj-,Z’S,-,S,) 
= s2t 2p+‘-‘6s~zsT + t 2’+‘-16 S3,w32 
t2 
r+l-g 
= s2sjzs,. 0 
To finish the proof of Lemma 6.7 we reduce CI in S. Let z = si? ‘. . si,, . We reduce 
the two terms in CI separately. First 
s,sos2s,zw(2, i, + 1) = srsos2stt 
2%+1-s 
s2zsi, = t21m+l -2 SOS1 S2zSi, 7 
and 
S2SlZW(2, i, + l)SOSl = S2S,t2’m+‘-8S2ZSi,SOSl = t2zm+‘-8S2S~S2SOS~ZSi, 
=t 
2’m+‘+2 
SOS] ZSi, + t2’m+‘-2SOS1S2ZSi,. 
Thus there are no higher powers of t than 2i-+’ + 2, and so gI is associated with the 
desired equation. 0 
The authors would like to thank the referee for his many helpful suggestions. 
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